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1 Introduction
The purpose of this technical report is to present an abstract interpreta-
tion of how a Kuka-controller interprets a given joint input that may partly
be generalized to other robot types and provide some understanding of the
complexity.
Joint input is used for point-to-point motions, which we in general shall
assume to be desired to be executed as fast as possible. The input is a
sequence of joint configurations between which the user expects a linear in-
terpolation in joint space.
In order to avoid a complete stop at each specified configuration, a maxi-
mum blend interval (measured in radians/meters for revolute/prismatic joints)
must be specified by the user. The user has typically checked that the path
is collision free and may thus estimate this maximal blend interval based on
clearance and joint strokes. To widen the applicability, we shall assume that
the specified maximum blend interval at a given configuration is the same
for all joints.
Inspired by a Kuka KR 30 HA, we shall in the subsequent sections in-
dicate how controllers seem to interprete a sequence of joint configurations
q0, q1, . . . , qN , with blends β1, . . . , βN−1.
1
2 Notation and general stuff
We start out with some notation. We write the segment between qi−1 and qi
as
w(i−1,i)(t)[qi − qi−1] ≡ w(i−1,i)(t)∆qi
The maximum blend interval at qi is given by a blend value βi, which is
the amount in radians from qi at which the trajectory may deviate from the
linear segment. That is, the joint curves become uncorrelated. The joint
velocity limits are assumed to be configuration independent and symmetric,
i.e. of the form −q˙maxk ≤ q˙k ≤ q˙maxk ∀k. The joint acceleration limits are
assumed to be generally asymmetric and configuration dependent. We shall
however model the acceleration limits to be constants for each linear segment
and for each blend. For the segment between qi−1 and qi, we define ai−1,imax,k as
the maximal acceleration of joint k in direction qik − qi−1k and the oppositely
signed ai−1,imin,k as the maximal acceleration in the opposite direction. The
blend paths will often be divided into the set of ”‘turning”’ joints where the
joint velocity changes sign and ”‘non-turning”’ joints, where the sign of the
velocity remains unchanged. For the turning joints at the blend at qi, we
define aimax,k as the maximal acceleration of joint k in the direction needed
to turn the joint and aimin,k as the maximal acceleration in the opposite
direction. For the non-turning joints, we also define aimax,k as the maximal
acceleration of joint k in the direction needed to stop the joint, that is in the
direction−(qi+1k −qi−1k ) and aimin,k as the maximal acceleration in the opposite
direction.
We now consider the blend at qi. We denote the blend initiation point as
qi−wiI∆qi ≡ qiI and the blend finising point as qi +wiF∆qi+1 ≡ qiF . These w
values are obtainable from βi as
wiI = min
k
{
βi
|∆qik|
}
wiF = min
k
{
βi
|∆qi+1k |
}
We define the blend paths for the individual joints as parabolic blends. We
define a blend parameter s that runs from 0 to 1 as the blend is executed. The
linear segments that the blend is executed between are defined as qiL,I(s) =
qiI + 2s(q
i − qiI) and qiL,F (s) = qiF + 2(1 − s)(qi − qiF ). Notice that these
2
segments meet at qi for s = 1
2
. The ”velocities” of these segment paths are
viI = 2(q
i−qiI) and viF = −2(qi−qiF ). The resulting parabolic blend can then
be written as
qiB(s) =
viF − viI
2
s2 + viIs+ q
i
I
Actually, we will allow the time paths sik(t) for these parabolic blends to be
independent. Thus, the outline of the parabolic paths are only important for
the turning joints and only to define the extremal point. For a turning joint
k, this point is found as
[qiext]k = [q
i
I ]k +
[viI ]k
2
|[viI ]k|
|[viI ]k|+ |[viF ]k|
= [qiI ]k + [q
i − qiI ]k
|[qiI − qi]k|
|[qiI − qi]k|+ |[qiF − qi]k|
For usage in the derivation below, we will also define [qiext]k for non-turning
joints. For these joints, we in Section 2 use [qiext]k ≡ [qi]k, but it should
be noticed that other definitions are used in Section 3. Notice that the two
formulas are equivalent for a stopping joint ([qiF−qi]k = 0). We then just have
to look through the individual joints to derive the fastest possible timewise
execution of the blend path. We denote the segment velocities at the blend
endpoints as
q˙iI = w˙
i
I∆q
i
q˙iF = w˙
i
F∆q
i+1
We shall denote the maximal segment admissible velocities and accelerations
as
w˙i−1,imax = min
k
{
q˙maxk
|∆qik|
}
w¨i−1,imax = min
k
a
i−1,i
max,k
∆qik

w¨i−1,imin = min
k
a
i−1,i
min,k
∆qik

where q˙maxk is the maximal velocity of the k’th joint, which we will assume is
a global constant and identical in the positive and negative direction.
3
3 Deriving times and velocities at blend init
and finish
We assume by induction that we know q˙i−1F and the passage time T
i−1
F . We
shall now in turn find q˙iI , the execution time for the linear segment between
qi−1F and q
i
I and thus the passage time T
i
I , the velocity q˙
i
F and finally the
blend execution time and thus the passage time T iF .
Consider thus first |q˙iI |k. We immediately see, that it is limited by
|q˙iI |k ≤ min
{
w˙i−1,imax ,
√
(w˙i−1F )2 + w¨
i−1,i
max (1− wiI − wi−1F )
}
|∆qik| ≡ [q˙iI,S,max]k
However, we also have to make sure that the blend trajectories can be exe-
cuted. As it shall be seen, it is sufficient to be able to stop all joints at or
before qiext. This is ensured by requiring
|q˙iI |k ≤
√
−2aimax,k([qiext]k − [qiI ]k) ≡ [q˙iI,B,max]k
By defining [q˙iI,max]k = min{[q˙iI,S,max]k, [q˙iI,B,max]k}, we can choose
w˙iI = min
k
{ [q˙
i
I,max]k
|∆qik|
}
We thus have q˙iI .
We now find the minimal time to execute a path with displacement x,
initial velocity uI , final velocity uF and a maximal acceleration a. The pa-
rameters x, ui and uF must all be non-negative or all be non-positive. The
acceleration a must be nonzero and so that a(uF −uI) ≥ 0. Finally, we must
have x ≥ u2F−u2I
2a
. The minimal execution time is then
τ(x, uI , uF , a) =
uF − uI
a
+
1
max{|uI |, |uF |}
∣∣∣∣∣x− u2F − u2I2a
∣∣∣∣∣ (1)
The segment time is found by first finding the maximal velocity that may
be reached as
w˙i−1,ireached = min{w˙i−1,imax ,
√√√√(−w¨i−1,imin [w˙i−1F ]2 + w¨i−1,imax [w˙iI ]2)− 2w¨i−1,imin w¨i−1,imax (1− wi−1F − wiI)
−w¨i−1,imin + w¨i−1,imax
}
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The segment execution time is then
T i−1,i =
w˙iI − w˙i−1,ireached
w¨i−1,imin
+ τ(1− wi−1F − wiI −
(w˙iI)
2 − (w˙i−1,ireached)2
2w¨i−1,imin
, w˙i−1F , w˙
i−1,i
reached, w¨
i−1,i
max )
and the passage time is
T iI = T
i−1
F + T
i−1,i
We now consider q˙iF . If k is a turning joint, the exit velocity must satisfy
the inequality constraint
|q˙iF |k ≤ min{q˙maxk ,
√
2([qiF ]k − [qiext]k)aimax,k} ≡ q˙i,maxF,k
For a nonturning joint, we wish to be able to stop and start the joint.
Thus, we must have
|q˙iF |k ≤ min
q˙maxk ,
√√√√2 [[qiF ]k −
(
[qiI ]k −
[q˙iI ]
2
k
2aimax,k
)]
aimin,k
 ≡ q˙i,maxF,k
For the blend execution time, we must consider each joint at a time. For
turning joints, we get minimal times
T ik = τ([q
i
ext]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, 0, aimax,k) + τ([qiF ]k − [qiext]k, 0, [q˙iF ]k, aimax,k)
For non-turning joints where ([q˙iF ]k− [q˙iI ]k)([qiF ]k− [qiI ]k) ≥ 0, we get minimal
times
T ik = τ([q
i
F ]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, [q˙iF ]k, aimin,k)
If on the other hand ([q˙iF ]k − [q˙iI ]k)([qiF ]k − [qiI ]k) < 0, we get minimal times
T ik = τ([q
i
F ]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, [q˙iF ]k, aimax,k)
Notice, that we have chosen not to accept joint speeds for non turning joints
higher than max{|[q˙iI ]k|, |[q˙iF ]k|} during the blend.
It can easily be seen, that within the feasible region of x, ui, uf and a,
τ(x, uI , uF , a) is a decreasing function of |uF |. This means that we find the
optimal blend execution by simply searching for the largest admissible w˙iF
defined above through q˙iF = w˙
i
F∆q
i+1. This value is found as
w˙iF = min
k
 q˙
i,max
F,k
|∆qi+1k |
,
√
[q˙i+1I,B,max]
2
k − 2ai,i+1min,k([qi+1I ]k − [qiF ]k)
|∆qi+1k |

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where the last term ensures that we are able to perform the blend at qi+1.
We now directly find the blend execution time as
T i = max
k
{T ik}
and thus the passage time
T iF = T
i
I + T
i
4 Defining blend trajectories
The final step is to compute blend trajectories for each joint. The trajectory
starts at [qiI ]k with velocity [q˙
i
I ]k and ends at [q
i
F ]k with velocity [q˙
i
F ]k. Fur-
thermore, turning joints must turn at [qiext]k. The blend time is T
i. There
will thus typically be infinitely many solutions. An obvious restriction is to
use subsegments of constant velocities and subsegments with constant accel-
erations. For this purpose, we shall use two trajectory profiles as primitives
where τ > 0 and v, a are arbitrary such that va > 0:
φmin(v, a, τ, t) =
{
1
2
at2 0 ≤ t ≤ v
a
v2
2a
+ v(t− v
a
) v
a
≤ t ≤ τ
corresponding to the minimal time profile τ(x, 0, v, a) and
φmax(v, a, τ, t) =
{
0 0 ≤ t ≤ τ − v
a
1
2
a(t− τ + v
a
)2 τ − v
a
≤ t ≤ τ
corresponding to a maximal time profile τmax(x, 0, v, a) where
τmax(x, uI , uF , a) =
uF − uI
a
+
1
min{|uI |, |uF |}
∣∣∣∣∣x− u2F − u2I2a
∣∣∣∣∣
We also define the nearly related primitives
φ∗min(v0, v, a, τ, t) = v0t+ φmin(v − v0, a, τ, t)
φ∗max(v0, v, a, τ, t) = v0t+ φmax(v − v0, a, τ, t)
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4.1 Turning joints
We first consider a turning joint k. It would be desirable if all joints turn at
approximately the same time (although this is not in general possible). To
achieve this, we first try to divide the blend segment into the path between
[qiI ]k and [q
i
ext]k and the path between [q
i
ext]k and [q
i
F ]k. For both turning and
non-turning joints, we define a blend ”‘midpoint”’ T imid,k. We first check if
we can execute each of these paths in time 1
2
T i. The condition is
τ([qiext]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, 0, aimax,k) ≤
1
2
T i
τ([qiF ]k − [qiext]k, 0, [q˙iF ]k, aimax,k) ≤
1
2
T i (2)
If both these equations are satisfied, we set T imid,k = T
i
I +
1
2
T i and for notation
purpose we everywhere below define ∆T imid,k = T
i
mid,k−T iI as a relation given
once we have defined one of ∆T imid,k and T
i
mid,k. We now show how to find the
blend trajectory. We shall first give the algorithm for finding the trajectory
for the first half. If ∆T imid,k ≥ 2([q
i
ext]k−[qiI ]k)
[q˙iI ]k
, we choose aI,k =
[q˙iI ]
2
k
2([qiext]k−[qiI ]k)
and the path as
[qiI,ext]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k − φmax([q˙iI ]k, aI,k,∆T imid,k, T imid,k − t)
otherwise, we solve
τ([qiext]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, 0, aI,k) = ∆T imid,k
for aI,k and the path as
[qiI,ext]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k − φmin([q˙iI ]k,−aI,k,∆T imid,k, T imid,k − t)
For the second half, if T i − ∆T imid,k ≥ 2([q
i
F ]k−[qiext]k)
[q˙iF ]k
, we choose aF,k =
[q˙iF ]
2
k
2([qiF ]k−[qiext]k)
and the path as
[qiext,F ]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k + φmax([q˙
i
F ]k, aF,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, t− T imid,k)
otherwise, we solve
τ([qiF ]k − [qiext]k, 0, [q˙iF ]k, aF,k) = T i −∆T imid,k
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for aF,k and the path as
[qiext,F ]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k + φmin([q˙
i
F ]k, aF,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, t− T imid,k)
If one of the inequalities in Eq.2 is violated, we proceed as follows. If it
is the first inequality we find ∆T imid,k = τ([q
i
ext]k − [qiI ]k, [q˙iI ]k, 0, aimax,k), put
T imid,k = T
i
I + ∆T
i
mid,k and proceed as above to find the paths. If the second
inequality is violated, we put ∆T imid,k = T
i− τ([qiF ]k− [qiext]k, 0, [q˙iF ]k, aimax,k),
put again T imid,k = T
i
I + ∆T
i
mid,k and proceed as above to find the paths.
4.2 Non-turning joints
Consider now a non-turning joint k. The trajectory starts at [qiI ]k with
velocity [q˙iI ]k and ends at [q
i
F ]k with velocity [q˙
i
F ]k. We first choose a
i
k = a
i
min,k
if ([q˙iF ]k− [q˙iI ]k)(qi+1k −qi−1k ) > 0 and otherwise aik = aimax,k. We then compute
the average velocity
[q˙iav]k =
[qiF ]k − [qiI ]k
T i
If this velocity satisfies
T i|[q˙iav]k| ≥ (T i −
1
2
δik) min{|[q˙iI ]k|, |[q˙iF ]k|}+
1
2
δik max{|[q˙iI ]k|, |[q˙iF ]k|}
where δik =
[q˙iF ]k−[q˙iI ]k
ai
k
is the minimal velocity ramp time, we can use a tra-
jectory with a maximal accelerated ramp chosen so that the midpoint is at
time T imid,k = T
i
I + ∆T
i
mid,k satisfying
∆T imid,k[q˙
i
I ]k + (T
i −∆T imid,k)[q˙iF ]k
T i
= [q˙iav]k
which yields
∆T imid,k =
[q˙iav]k − [q˙iF ]k
[q˙iI ]k − [q˙iF ]k
T i
The joint value at T imid,k yields an overwriting definition of [q
i
ext]k for non-
turning joints:
[qiext]k = [q
i
I ]k + [q˙
i
I ]k∆T
i
mid,k +
1
8
([q˙iF ]k − [q˙iI ]k)|[q˙iF ]k − [q˙iI ]k|
|aik|
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If ([q˙iF ]k − [q˙iI ]k)([qiF ]k − [qiI ]k) ≥ 0, by defining
[q˙iIF ]k =
1
2
([q˙iI ]k + [q˙
i
F ]k)
the trajectories are then
[qiI,ext]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k − φ∗min([q˙iIF ]k, [q˙iI ]k,−aimin,k,∆T imid,k, T imid,k − t)
[qiext,F ]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k + φ
∗
min([q˙
i
IF ]k, [q˙
i
F ]k, a
i
min,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, t− T imid,k)
On the other hand if ([q˙iF ]k − [q˙iI ]k)([qiF ]k − [qiI ]k) < 0, the trajectories are
[qiI,ext]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k − φ∗min([q˙iIF ]k, [q˙iI ]k,−aimax,k,∆T imid,k, T imid,k − t)
[qiext,F ]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k + φ
∗
min([q˙
i
IF ]k, [q˙
i
F ]k, a
i
max,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, t− T imid,k)
If the inequality is not satisfied, we can by our previous constructions
choose our trajectory by decelerate to a velocity vimin,k with acceleration
aimax,k. Then keep that velocity for some period and finally accelerate with
maximal acceleration aimin,k. We compute first a time ∆T
i
mid,k by solving
[q˙iI ]k + a
i
max,k∆T
i
mid,k = [q˙
i
F ]k + a
i
min,k(∆T
i
mid,k − T i)
which yields
∆T imid,k =
[q˙iI ]k − [q˙iF ]k + aimin,kT i
aimin,k − aimax,k
Notice, that at time T imid,k ≡ T iI + ∆T imid,k, the joint will travel with the
minimal velocity vimin,k. This velocity can be found by solving
[qiF ]k − [qiI ]k = φ∗max(vimin,k, [q˙iI ]k,−aimax,k,∆T imid,k,∆T imid,k)
+ φ∗max(v
i
min,k, [q˙
i
F ]k, a
i
min,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, T i −∆T imid,k)
We then instead overwrite [qiext]k as
[qiext]k = [q
i
I ]k + φ
∗
max(v
i
min,k, [q˙
i
I ]k,−aimax,k,∆T imid,k,∆T imid,k)
The trajectories are then
[qiI,ext]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k − φ∗max(vimin,k, [q˙iI ]k,−aimax,k,∆T imid,k, T imid,k − t)
and
[qiext,F ]k(t) = [q
i
ext]k + φ
∗
max(v
i
min,k, [q˙
i
F ]k, a
i
min,k, T
i −∆T imid,k, t− T imid,k)
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5 Experiments
A number of experiments have been performed in a bin picking scenario (il-
lustrated in Figure 1) to find how well the model fits the real world. Figure 2
shows a plot with the value of the different axes for a series of motions cor-
responding to picking 5 objects out of a bin. All experiments are performed
with a Kuka KR 30 HA and a Kuka KRC 5.5 controller. The robot has been
running at 100% speed and configurations logged using Kuka.RSI with 12ms
intervals.
Figure 1: Illustration of the setup used for the experiments.
Figure 3 shows a worst-case Cartesian deviation between the actual and
the modeled motion. It is calculated by taking the length of the maximal joint
deviations weighted by the strokes of the robot. Generally the deviation is
very small, but in a worst case it reaches about 8cm. Figure 4 shows detailed
plots of the motion in joint space for the time between step 1550 and 1590,
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Figure 2: Axis values for 5 cycles picking objects out of a bin.
where the deviation is maximal. In this case the reason for the deviation
appear to be that the robot blends faster than predicted by the model.
Figure 3: Worst-case Cartesian deviation from the ideal path.
6 Conclusion
This technical report suggests a model for how the paths of a Kuka KR 30
can be modeled when enabling blending between point to point motions. The
suggested model is compared with data logged in real world experiments and
an upper bound on the Cartesian deviation is found.
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Figure 4: Motions in joint space for the time between 1550 and 1590 in which
the deviation is maximal.
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